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Three Lenses: 
INTEGRITY, DISABILITY, DIVERSITY



Contrasting Lenses

uIntegrity Lens
uDisability Lens
uDiversity Lens



Contrasting Lenses

Integrity Disability Diversity

Identifies same-sex
sexuality and gender 
identity concerns as 
confusing the 
sacredness of maleness 
and femaleness and  
specific behaviors and 
resolutions of gender
dysphoria as violations 
of that integrity. 



Integrity Lens

From the integrity framework: same-sex sexual behavior is sin in 
part because it does not “merge or join two persons into an 
integrated sexual whole...”; the “essential maleness” and 
“essential femaleness” is not brought together as intended from 
creation. When extended to the discussion of transsexuality and 
cross-gender identification, the theological concerns rest in the 
“denial of the integrity of one’s own sex and an overt attempt at 
marring the sacred image of maleness or femaleness formed by 
God.” 

from Mark A. Yarhouse, Understanding Gender Dysphoria



Contrasting Lenses

Integrity Disability Diversity

Identifies same-sex sexuality 
and gender dysphoria as 
variations that occur in 
nature. For some Christians, 
they may be thought of as a 
result of the Fall and at times 
thought of as nonmoral
realities to be addressed with 
compassion. 



“Life is life and things things must be taken as they 
come. Sin is sin. And tendencies or hormonal 
imbalances have many problems and we must be 
careful not to say that everything is the same. Let's go 
party. No, that no, but in every case I accept it, I 
accompany it, I study it, I discern it and I integrate it. 
This is what Jesus would do today! …. It's a human 
problem and it must be resolved always can be with 
the mercy of God, with the truth … but always with 
an open heart.”



Contrasting Lenses

Integrity Disability Diversity

Highlights various sexual 
identities and diverse gender 
presentations as reflecting a 
sense of identity and culture 
to be celebrated as 
expressions of diversity.



Trans* people are not "God's mistake"! Although other forms of 
human diversity may also wrongly lead to oppression by the 
privileged majority (differences of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic 
class, nationality, physical ability, sexual orientation, and religion), 
they often don't seem to cause the moral / theological outrage 
that gender diverse people do as if their very existence 
blasphemes against God. Yet to be born outside the gender 
binary really isn't any different than being born with any other form 
of diversity. To explain to others that we are transgender doesn't 
inherently suggest that God made any sort of mistake in creating 
us as transgender.

- H. Adam Ackley

Quote



Benefits to 
identifying 
lenses 

u To grow in cultural 
competence

u To avoid speaking past one 
another

u To facilitate cognitive 
complexity and 
perspective-taking 

u To draw on the best each 
framework has to offer?

u To offer distinctly Christian 
resources



Sexual & Religious Identity Conflict

1. Understand    
the conflict



Sexual & Religious Identity Conflict

2. Understand     
developmental 
perspective



Resources to answer 
questions about identity, 
community

Sexual & Religious Identity Conflict

Gay Community

3. Recognize 
what is emotionally   
compelling.



Resources to answer 
questions about identity, 
community

Sexual & Religious Identity Conflict

Gay Community Local Faith Community

4. Understand     
experiences 
within the church
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Who Am I? 
• What does my same-sex sexuality mean about me? 
• How am I to think about myself? 
• What does my experience of gender mean about me? 
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Where will they be in 3-4 years? 



Sexual Identity Milestones

 % Reaching 
Milestone M Age

Awareness	of	same-sex	feelings 100% 12.5
Initial	attribution	that	I	am	same-sex	attracted 94.9% 13.8
Confusion	about	same-sex	feelings 94.9% 13.2
First	disclosure	of	same-sex	attraction 92.3% 17.4
Initial	attribution	that	“I	am	gay/lesbian/bisexual” 79.5% 17.8
Adopted	the	label	of	“gay”	for	myself	privately 71.8% 18.5
First	same-sex	sexual	relationship 43.6% 18.5
Adopted	the	label	of	“gay”	for	myself	publicly 46.2% 19.7
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A Hiking Metaphor

Navigating Terrain of Sexual Identity 
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Who Am I? 
• What does my same-sex sexuality mean about me? 
• How am I to think about myself? 
• What does my experience of gender mean about me? 
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Relationship with God 
• Does God love me even though God knows about my 

attractions and (in some cases) actions? 
• What is God’s will for people like me? What’s my purpose? 
• What does it look like for me to be faithful? 
• If it’s wrong for me to be in relationships, why would God create 

me this way? 
• How should I understand the Bible? 

Sexual Identity Labels                       Gender Atypicality
Thoughts 

on Ministry 
Today? 



The Intersection of Faith and Sexuality

Faith 
Identity

Sexual 
Identity

Our 
Youth

Stratton, Dean, Yarhouse, Lastoria & Reed (2017)



Managing “Identity Boxes”



Holding the Boxes

u Compartmentalize faith and sexuality
u Reject one for the other
u Integrate them somehow

5%

16%

79%



Integrated 



Relationship with God 
• Does God love me even though God knows about my 

attractions and (in some cases) actions? 
• What is God’s will for people like me? What’s my purpose? 
• What does it look like for me to be faithful? 
• If it’s wrong for me to be in relationships, why would God create 

me this way? 
• How should I understand the Bible? 
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Relationship with the church 
• Am I seen as a problem or a person who is loved and even liked in this 

community? 
• Do ministers, peers, and their parents see me as a threat? 
• Do people feel like they need to guard themselves or their kids around me? 
• Is your love conditional? 
• Am I allowed to wrestle with questions and land in a different place and still be 

accepted here? 
• Am I allowed to label myself in ways that feel appropriate to me and still be 

accepted here? 
• Can I lead worship and serve like other students? 
• Am I allowed to make mistakes like everyone else or do those mistakes result in 

more severe consequences? 
• With all that you now know about me, am I wanted here? 
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Most are Highly Religious

Faith 
Identity

t (37) = 3.39, p = .002

Stratton, Dean, Yarhouse, Lastoria & Reed (2017)



Psychological Health (CCAPS; CCMH, 2015)

Stratton, Dean, Yarhouse, Lastoria & Reed (2017)



Relationship with the church 
• Am I seen as a problem or a person who is loved and even liked in this 

community? 
• Do ministers, peers, and their parents see me as a threat? 
• Do people feel like they need to guard themselves or their kids around me? 
• Is your love conditional? 
• Am I allowed to wrestle with questions and land in a different place and still be 
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Relationships with others 
• How do I navigate challenges with my family? 
• Should I tell them or wait until I’m more independent? 
• How should I navigate things in light of their responses? 
• How do I deal with the fact that I feel like a disappointment to people I love, 

especially when I didn’t choose this? 
• What does it look like for me to give and receive love? 
• What do healthy boundaries look like for me in friendships? 
• How do I avoid shutting down my sexuality altogether? 
• What does it look like to express my sexuality (or gender identity) in healthy ways? 
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Resources to answer 
questions about identity, 
community

Sexual & Religious Identity Conflict

Gay Community Local Faith Community

What are the 
experiences of 
Christian parents 
when their kids 
come out? 



Two Parallel Counseling Endeavors

Family Member Navigating Sexual Identity 

Parents Navigating Terrain Post-Awareness
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Navigating Sexual Identity

Navigating Terrain of Sexual Identity 

Awareness

Attributions?

Disclosure?

Behavior?

Private Label?

Public Label?

Relationship?
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Awareness of Child’s Identity/Attractions

Worldview Response

Response based on Christian values/morality; 
ambiguous loss; emotional distress; situational stressors

Navigation Period: Navigation Period: 
Help-Seeking Maintaining Relationship

- Process of mourning - Noted commitments to child
- Active evaluation of situation - Belief God calls to remain connected
- Seeking support - Intentional
- Active coping - Rebalancing
- Stressors - Setting boundaries



Common Themes

u Confusion 
u Wishful thinking (phase)
u Blame oneself (cause or for not knowing)
u Spiritual struggle 
u Desire to understand
u Concern for child/future 
u Ambiguous loss/grief



Wishful Thinking (Phase)

"We were sort of thinking that maybe he was 
just curious…I think we sort of assumed or 

hoped that he was just curious about his own 
puberty or his own body changes."

"My reaction was pretty much disbelief. I was
thinking and saying, ‘You are only fifteen.
You’re not sure what you are yet. You are a
confused teenager.’”



Blaming Self: Cause

"It was very painful. I was hurt tremendously.  
Everything that I had read blames the father 
[for their child being LGBT]. So I was feeling 

an incredible amount of guilt, like a complete 
failure as a father.  All those things were 
running through my mind. .... I wanted to 

know if he was ever abused as kid or if I had 
caused this.  Had I been neglectful of him or 

abusive to him in any way? I was really 
concerned as to what caused his 

homosexuality.”



Blaming Self: Not Knowing

"...I thought, ‘What has he 
gone through?  What has he 
not shared with us?’  I had so 
much guilt as a mother, not 

knowing.”

“I had no clue that for years my son 
was in his room sobbing and 

struggling with this. I had no clue 
who he was. This whole time I had 

thought we had an amazing 
relationship and I no idea he was in 
such excruciating pain and that he 
had contemplated suicide. He had 

tried to run, pray it out of him, all 
these things, alone. It devastated 

me that I didn’t know.  I still haven’t 
gotten over it. It still traumatizes 

me."



Spiritual Struggle

"I love him and support him 
and I won't stop doing so, 

but at the same time, if I do 
that, am I being disloyal to 
God? I really struggled with 

that and I continue to a bit. I 
didn't know how to reconcile 
my faith, not knowing what 
God wanted, and my love 

for my kid. That has been the 
hardest thing for me."



Awareness of Child’s Identity/Attractions

Worldview Response

Response based on Christian values/morality; 
ambiguous loss; emotional distress; situational stressors

Navigation Period: Navigation Period: 
Help-Seeking Maintaining Relationship

- Process of mourning - Noted commitments to child
- Active evaluation of situation - Belief God calls to remain connected
- Seeking support - Intentional
- Active coping - Rebalancing
- Stressors - Setting boundaries

Acceptance of Reality & Negotiating a Future

Respond to confusion with insight



Two Parallel Counseling Endeavors

Family Member Navigating Sexual Identity 

Parents Navigating Terrain Post-Awareness
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Relationships with others 
• How do I navigate challenges with my family? 
• Should I tell them or wait until I’m more independent? 
• How should I navigate things in light of their responses? 
• How do I deal with the fact that I feel like a disappointment to people I love, 

especially when I didn’t choose this? 
• What does it look like for me to give and receive love? 
• What do healthy boundaries look like for me in friendships? 
• How do I avoid shutting down my sexuality altogether? 
• What does it look like to express my sexuality (or gender identity) in healthy ways? 

Sexual Identity Labels                       Gender Atypicality
Thoughts 

on Ministry 
Today? 



Future story 
• What kind of future will I have in the church as an out 

SSA/LGBTQ person? 
• If I feel led to serve in ministry, will there be a place for me if I 

tell the truth about myself? 
• Is there a positive future for me if I remain single my whole life? 
• Where will I find intimacy once all my friends start dating and 

getting married? 
• Will I always feel so anxious, alone, and ashamed, or will things 

get better? 
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Here’s a Summary of What We See

u Their faith matters: Intrinsic religion appears to be a major contributor 
for this sample to a sense of fit at the intersection of faith and sexuality.

u We didn’t discuss this, but these students tend to hold more 
biologically-based beliefs about the causation and nature of same-sex 
attraction; however, their attitudes about the morality of same-sex 
sexual behavior tends to be more moderate, not rejecting of the 
behavior but not accepting of it either.

u This sample tends to maintain the same level of psychological distress 
across their time at college, and for a majority, this level of distress is 
“low.” 



Here’s a Summary of What We See

u The majority of interviewed sexual minority students work to maintain 
their “hold” on both religion/spirituality and sexual identity development.

uMost refuse to ”drop a box.”

uThose who rejected one or the other in order to manage the tension 
was rare. 



Future story 
• What kind of future will I have in the church as an out 

SSA/LGBTQ person? 
• If I feel led to serve in ministry, will there be a place for me if I 

tell the truth about myself? 
• Is there a positive future for me if I remain single my whole life? 
• Where will I find intimacy once all my friends start dating and 

getting married? 
• Will I always feel so anxious, alone, and ashamed, or will things 

get better? 
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How do you minister today based on what 
where you suspect they may be in 3-4 years? 

u Take a long view
u Come alongside (walk with youth)
u Disciple them toward a deeper relationship with Jesus
u Model how to sit with the tension



Gender Identity 
& Transgender Experiences



Biological Sex
Gender
Gender Identity
Gender Role 
Transgender
Gender Dysphoria 
Transsexual 
Emerging Gender Identities



OUR CULTURAL CONTEXT



Gender 
Identity by Age 
Group

18-34 35-51 52-71 72+
Cisgender 88% 94% 97% 97%
Agender 3% >0.5% >0.5% 1%
Genderfluid 3% 1% - -
Transgender 2% 1% >0.5% -
Unsure/ 
questioning

2% 3% 2% 2%

Bigender 1% >0.5% 1% -
Genderqueer 1% 1% - -

GLAAD 2017
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How do we think about emerging gender identities? 



NPR
A New Generation Overthrows Gender

u So, what does "agender" mean to Max?
u "What it means is I'm neither a guy or girl," Max explains. "And that's 

how I feel, which is different than terms like 'gender fluid' — which 
means you feel like a guy or girl at different times — because I don't 
feel like I'm both guy and girl. I'm neither."

Brooks (2017)



NPR
A New Generation Overthrows Gender

u Some people who are redefining gender identify as both male and 
female; others as neither male nor female, or as sometimes male and 
sometimes female. "They" is often the pronoun of choice. These individuals 
may use any number of terms to describe their gender identity: 
genderqueer, gender-fluid, gender-creative, gender-expansive. While 
definitions fluctuate, "nonbinary gender" has emerged as an umbrella 
description.

u "I think we're seeing a new gender revolution," says clinical psychologist 
Diane Ehrensaft. "It's erased boxes and created gender infinity instead."

Brooks (2017)



NPR
A New Generation Overthrows Gender

u Two years ago, after first coming out as someone who 
identified as a girl, Max learned on Tumblr about terms 
like "nonbinary," "gender neutral," and "agender."

u "I was like, you know what? This describes me a little 
better than 'girl,' " Max says. "I've been rolling with that for 
over a year."

Brooks (2017)



A Looping Effect?
Ian Hacking

u First distinguish between human kinds and natural kinds
u When we categorize people we open up new ways for people to 

think about themselves, new ways to act, and new ways to think of 
their history

u What have we witnessed in the history of categorizing gender 
incongruence as a mental health concern? 

u What are we witnessing in the recent history of emerging gender 
identities, especially among youth?  

u Do people “come into existence” through classifications and 
change the people who are classified? 



A Looping Effect?
Ian Hacking Gender 
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Purposes of Cross-Dressing or Gender 
Atypical Expression

Cross-Dressing
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Manage 
anxiety



3 Levels of Identity Political Identity
(advocate)

Public Identity
(neighbor, coworker)

Personal Identity    
(navigating gender identity)
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Gender Atypicality
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Ministry & Gender Identity

u Invest in parent/child relationship
u Use multidirectional partiality (contextual 

family ministry)
u Learn to sit with spiritual/psychological 

concerns (accompany the person)
u Pace/take a long view considering multiple 

stakeholders



Ministry & Gender Identity

u Model unconditional love
u Foster ongoing discussions
u Seek to understand how God can speak into a person’s 

life, as it is now, and decisions moving forward
u Emphasis on compassion, “to suffer with” 
u Moving from a theology of healing to a theology of 

suffering



Redemptive Meaning
A Theology of Suffering



quoteSuffering in Christianity is not only not meaningless, it is 
ultimately one of the most powerful media for the 
transmission of meaning. We can stand in adoration 
between the cross, and kneel and kiss the wood that bore 
the body of our Saviour, because this is the means by which 
the ugly meaningless atheistic suffering of the world (the 
problem of evil) was transmuted into the living water, the 
blood of Christ, the wellspring of Creation. The great 
paradox here is that the Tree of Death and Suffering is the 
Tree of Life. This central paradox in Christianity allows us to 
love our own brokenness precisely because it is through that 
brokenness that we image the broken body of our God --
and the highest expression of divine love….



quote (cont’d)…That God in some sense wills it to be so 
seems evident in Gethsemane: Christ prays 
“Not my will, but thine be done,” and when 
God's will is done it involves the scourge and 
the nails. It’s also always struck me as 
particularly fitting and beautiful that when 
Christ is resurrected His body is not returned 
to a state of perfection, as the body of 
Adam in Eden, but rather it still bears the 
marks of His suffering and death—and 
indeed that it is precisely through these 
marks that He is known by Thomas. 

- Melinda Selmys



Questions & Discussion

u markyarhouse.com
u sexualidentityinstitute.org

facebook.com/ISSI.Site/

@markyarhouse

issi@regent.edu


